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1. UDS – Urban Dance School
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7. SRH – Sexual and Reproductive Health
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I.

Introduction

Club Rafiki is a not for profit

…peer education approach contributes to SRH education and I’m

organization operating in Rwanda

encouraging my peers to be a friend of the book because it can

especially in Nyarugenge District
since October 24, 1974. Club Rafiki

help them to increase their knowledge…
Miss Green – youth from UK during the visit 26/03/2018
at Club Rafiki

join hands with Indigo Foundation and commenced Urban Dance School (UDS) in 2012 offering a
program of dance classes for young people between 6 to 18 years. Club Rafiki has been operating
a Youth Friendly Centre (YFC) providing sexual and reproductive health education programs and
laboratory testing for pregnancy, HIV and STIs since 2010. Shortly, after commencement of the
UDS, Club Rafiki decided to establish the links between YFC and the UDS.
Lastly, during this partnership we got extra opportunities to get funds through fundraising with aim
to add volume of our programs, those supportive activities for short period like My Talent My Health
(2013), Because we are the future (2014) and Our Girl started early this year of 2018, those
additional initiatives are contributing a lot to the future of our young generation.

Young people are happy to educate their fellows on Sexual and Reproductive Health through peer
education approach.
Peer education is defined as a system of delivering knowledge that improves social learning
and provides psychosocial support.
This photo are taken in Rwamapala cell of Nyarugenge Sector on 17 May 2018 during the event
organized in collaboration with girls from youth clubs and Urban Dance School Program.
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II.

Envisaging structure of overall Club Rafiki Program
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III.

Progress of programs

The Second Semester started January to June 2018; in this voyage, Club Rafiki and its partners
are joining hands to protect and promote teens from doing bad things to make good things. Urban
Dance School (UDS), English Corner Workshop (ECW) and Our Girls Project and others kind of
youth-friendly activities done for/by teens themselves are contributing in this process and build their
future.

Section 1: Urban Dance School Program – UDS
‘’Dance for
education our
peers is our
contribution
for building
our future.’’
Assifah_a girls form
UDS during the IPC
session in Kanyinga
Sector

Since 2012, Club Rafiki join hands in hands with Indigo Foundation create The Urban Dance
School/Hip-hop collection as one of core approach for educating youth. This unique approach is
continuing to improve and protect the lives of teens through the social welfare, health care
(education on sexual and reproductive health), and economic opportunities, as well as providing
special intervention during the big event organizing by Rwandan Government, musicians, other
campaigns and organizations.
In this semi year period, classes in urban called UDS Nyamirambo and rural called Kanyinya and
Mageragere classes are continuing to support younger generations in close collaboration with local
partners like schools, local authorities, youth initiatives (clubs). Suitably, we appreciate them for
their exciting contributions.
In this period, we continued to work for promoting next generation in different areas and the hot
updates are defined as follows:

1.1. At Club Rafiki, 18 May 2018: A campaign on Fighting Drugs
Between 2010 and 2015, the Neuro-psychiatric Hospital of Ndera received 1,432 patients with
mental illness caused by use of drugs, according to statistics from Rwanda Biomedical Centre (RBC).
The number increased to 2804 in 2016 but recorded a slight decrease to 1960 last year. Huye
Isange Rehabilitation Centre received 209 cases, last year.

The participant of Urban Dance School form Mageragere, Kanyinya and Mageragere provided the message to their peers

NO TO DRUGS

With aim to contributing in this serious issue through educating young people. In collaboration with
National Police and Ministry of Youth we organized a campaign on fighting drugs and UDS is
played a significant role in this activity are the high authorities are appreciating so much its
approach.
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Voluntarily during the campaign, a youth was
addicted by Drugs is provide a testimony and
message to youth attended this community
dialogue
“I started abusing drugs in 2003 and for 13
years I was held hostage by drugs. I became
a thief, I started assaulting people and I know
many of you here are victims of my bad
past,” said Jean Paul Bikorimana, one of the
reformed dealer and addict.

“Illicit drugs are like cancer; your life deteriorates, kills your brain, blinds you and diverts you from
the noble cause. It is an individual and collective responsibility to make our villages free from crime
and drugs in particular by reporting dealers,” Minister Mbabazi said during the event.
Inspector General of Police Emmanuel K.
Gasana said that drugs are the major cause
of other crimes citing assault, defilement,
theft, domestic and gender-based violence,
and child abuse.
“The approach is multifaceted; close
monitoring and proper upbringing of children
by parents, sensitization and education,
rehabilitation of addicts, arrests and
prosecution of dealers. Last year, we Inspector General of Police Emmanuel K. Gasana
arrested over 4000 drug dealers and since the beginning of this year we have arrested over 1000
dealers; it’s a continuous multifaceted approach” IGP Gasana said.
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17/1/2018 – The ceremony of closing Youth in Holidays Programme

After this performance the Minister has appreciate the contribution of UDS

The Minister of Youth MBABAZI Rosemary has closed on 17 January 2018 two month programme
dubbed ‘Youth in Holidays programme’ in which young Rwandans have been receiving trainings on
social values in their communities.
The event attracts more than 1,000 youth’s mostly young scholars who are preparing to return to
their schools in few days to come.
In her remarks, Minister Mbabazi said that Young Rwandans have talents that must be developed
for business orientation to grow financially. She noted that some Nations were developed by the
talents of their young citizens.
She, further, urged young Rwandans to use those talents for good results including the fight against
drug abuse, unwanted pregnancies among teenagers, and other vices that hunt the lives of youth.
The talents that were shown yesterday include games like Karate, Kung Fu, and talents of dancing,
singing songs that make awareness on fighting drugs abuse amongst others.
The Minister also urged the parents to take care of the youths, and develop cooperation with them
to build a great family without any awful habits.
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The youth, at Kigali Stadium, have proved that the lessons they were taught during the Youths in
Holiday programme were understood.
The same events were taking place in different districts of Rwanda to mark the closing of Youth in
Holiday Programme.
The guest of honor told young Rwandans to uphold social values not only through the community but
also in peers at their schools.

UDS and ECW programs are got awards of recognition during the
closing ceremony Youth in holidays programme.

The Chief of Police in Kigali City and other high authorities encouraged UDS after getting an award
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1.3

UDS participate - Street Dance competition for educating their peers on SRH
The Urban Dance School-UDS has accepted the invitation allied
the Street Dance competition organised by Vast Pro, a local
events company in partnership with the Aids Healthcare
Foundation (AHF) Rwanda. This competition aimed at
recognizing, developing and promoting dance talent in the
country, with focus on modern and African dance techniques.
With a key message for education young generation on SRH.
UDS are get the 4 place at the Kigali level and the organizers
Rebecca – UDS class

was reaching the 2 first crew.
After the competition the UDS participants, told the organizers

some comments as their contribution for organizing better the next competition ‘’this competition
was good but the organizer next time they can think on the age categories of performers, it is not easy
the kids like us to compete with our big brothers and sisters.’’ Said by Rebecca 14 yrs. old –
participants of UDS – Nyamirambo class.

1.4. Screening Educational Films
With

aim

participants
educating

to

show

their
their

the

UDS

power

for

friends

and

community in general, we are
organizing monthly a short time for
screening the films produced during
the events organised by Club Rafiki
through UDS department and other
UDS friends as you know UDS team
is contributing a lot to our community. During this activity we are collecting new ideas and
suggestions from our programs beneficiaries. One of them said : ‘’ we are appreciation this activity
because it is helping us to know where we can add our efforts’’ said by Djabil – UDS
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1.5. Collaboration : Urban Dance School is appreciating
After the implementation of the vibrant projects resembling My Talent My Health besides We Are
The Future many people including the people who has a big name in Rwanda (stars), they have a
curiosity to know more on UDS and Club Rafiki in general. Manu Martin
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mani_Martin) is visited club Rafiki with aim to know more the
activity of Club especially the activity of Urban dance school. After the positive exchange dialogue,
his providing to use club Rafiki infrastructures and some young people from UDS for recoding the
video
of
his
song
‘’
Romantic’’
see
his
song
on
this
link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEtw7Z7rKeI

The Ben (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benjamin_Mugisha) is also a Rwandan musician lives in the
USA, he is choosing Club Rafiki and UDS participants for filming his song ‘’Thank you’’ during this
activity participants of Urban Dance School are participants as dancers. Watching this movie for
more information https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYLJdSfPGrE
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Section 2 : Our Girl project
For girls growing up in that community, HIV
prevalence, limited knowledge of safe sex
and teen pregnancy are real risks – risks
that can have a devastating effect on their
lives.
Club Rafiki uses dance and music as
powerful tools to connect with young
people. Indigo foundation supports their hip
hop dance school and, through this school,
connects young people with the Club’s
sexual and reproductive health programs
and English language workshops.
Club Rafiki motivates girls and young
women through our girl project started
June 2018.
Club Rafiki provide opportunities for girls
and young women to grow as individuals,
to make informed choices about their
sexual and reproductive health and to be able to contribute to the communities in which they live.

2.1. Our projection
1. Establish ‘Girls’ Space’ – a weekly special time for girls focusing on sexual and reproductive
health education and discussing gender issues;
2. Run a mentoring program, ‘You Are Able’ – linking girls with successful Rwandan girls and
women to expand their horizons in education, work and life;
3. Design and publish a series of posters ‘Painting our Future’ – promoting gender equality
and sexual and reproductive health;
4. Establish ‘Girls First’ – a new program
supporting girls to develop their IT and social
media skills;
5. Organise ‘Our Girls, Our Future’ school holiday
dance camps for girls and boys – with a focus on
fun for all and on mutual respect between girls
and boys, appropriate behaviours and sexual
and reproductive health;
6. Delivering free pregnancy testing and
counselling services for girls and young mothers.
Club Rafiki – Indigo Foundation / 1st Semester progress report 2018
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2.2. Special time for girls and young mothers

17 May 2018 : In Collaboration with Grace Rwanda (our partners in our Community
library services) Girls from Trinity University of Canada are joined girls in the Club Rafiki
in the sharing dialogue on the importance of Gender equality and gender equity during
this discussion both parties are gained knowledge on this topic. It was interesting time
between those future mums.
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2.3.

Our girl at Club Rafiki – Dialogue for future

26 May 2018: Rwanda Girl Guides association is an intergenerational movement that provides lifetime
skills and experiences to girls and young women, it is visited girls at Club Rafiki, they playing friendly
games, sports and recreation, furthermore they are leading the dialogue and screening educational
films on the life of girls and young mothers in Rwanda.
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2.1.

Catwalk at Club Rafiki - the journey begins with curiosity

Fashion Modelling is considered to be different from other types of public performance, such as
acting or dancing. In fashion modeling, cloth and wearing is a center of the art. In fashion modeling,
handsome male or young female model uses their facial expression and body to express different
emotion to attract the attention of the public. At the beginning of this year, teens from UDS are
proposed to add this activity as another tool for educating their peers.
Self-motivation

and

basic

acting

skill

is

enough

for

educating

our

communities.

‘’ When girls participate in the community development, together we can make change’’
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Section 3 : English Corner Workshop

Recreation is a key of success of ECW
English corner Workshop - ECW Started at the beginning in 2017. It has an aim to improve English
communication skills in writing and reading between younger generations. ECW is a special chances
to connect young people around the world because the big number of people everywhere in the
world are using this language.
The special updates of achievements are brief below:

1. January
In this month there was a holidays Activities which started on 4th December 2017 up 20th January
2018 as we had mentioned in the planned activities during the school holidays.
It was another potency we had to ECW participants and
facilitators in general the participants wrote and told
different stories, they drew images and they made different
interpretation about them because during this holidays the
normal time table changed, it had two more days per week

the main updates
 On 14th January 2018 ECW had a nearby trips at
Gisimba center, parents with their children form ECW
and UDS met and sat together with an ideas of
sharing ideas and talk about those programs. In this
event many parents appreciated CR programs and
its support to their youth because they help the youth
to have success in different ways.

She is writing her life story

 ECW has been certified by Ministry of Youth and Kigali City during the closing Youth in
school holiday’s program as a useful and Needed Program which empowers youth being
able to communicate in English, storytelling and reading culture. We got this after the visit
of the team composed by local and central authorities.
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2. February
In this month classes were run consecutively and Participants of ECW were very enthusiastic to
Continue to show great interest in learning and develop their English communication Skills,
story writing and telling as well.
The main updates
 In order to promote different teens talents, ECW participants wrote different personal
stories, facilitators’ team helped them during the correction, the aim of this activity was to
encourage them to write and to tell their own stories.
 Visit of Grace Rwanda foundation and Representative from Rwanda national libraries at
CR. They encouraged us and promised us an assistance for books and pieces of advise

ECW team is recognizing the efforts of its participants

3. March
During March as mentioned previously ECW had an increase number of girls. Participants were
more committed to class and developed great desire to learn English communication skills was
improving in a daily basis to three facts this was a great impact among the Participants.
The main updates
Visitors from Nyarugenge District, it was a delegation led by Frank who is in charge of youth,
sport and Culture at the district, they appreciated and encouraged ECW, he said that
‘’the program like this is a sign of the bright future. We are thanks CR and its friends.’’

4. April
ECW was running as normal and it were visited by students and two professors from university of
Canada accompanied with members of Grace Rwanda foundation. Not only that next day ECW
were visited by Minister of Youth together with different high profile police officer.
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The main updates
The participants of ECW had a discussion
and shared ideas about different aspect of
life after that the girls from the visitors
empowered girls and thank them for their
hard working with learn will.
‘’As Parents, we are the main partner of
Club Rafiki and we are raising our
recognition and cheer to everyone provide
any support for building the its programmes,
Club Rafiki as second parent of our children is contributing a lot in the future of nation.’’ Rebecca’s
Mama during the ceremony of closing school holidays organised by Club Rafiki.

5. May and June
On the 3rd and 8 June CR had a privilege to be with
Prof. SHIRLEY Randell member of Indigo Foundation
Board of Director’s and Convener of the development
Committee of Board. During her she visited different
activities which happen at the center and gave an
inspirational message our community in general
After the visit of Prof. SHIRLEY Randel girls are very
interested and hard working through the encouragement
and ideas they have got from her.
Parents’ contribution is their assistance

Shemsa said that ‘’ after the speech of Prof Shirley, my
dreams is big, I want to be a prof like her because her speech and presentation inspired me.’’ and his
colleague Kalim said that ‘’everything is possible depend of our vision, the Professor shown us the
good example from now I know the importance of school and living with us.’’
Joel Anderson ECW volunteer from Sweden
Joe is a youth volunteer from Sweden, we get him from Grace Rwanda as our partner in our
Community Library, was volunteering 1.5 month mid-May to June 2018 in the English corner with
Jimmy and Angel. He supported us in this program, especially how they can teach young people
by using games and recreation and visiting some parts of club Rafiki and nearby. At his last day
at Club Rafiki, he said that ‘’ Time is not our friend, letting a good group and a good friend like you,
it is hard for me, I go back but my heart and my mind is still here with you, I will be a good ambassador
of impressionable activities of the Club Rafiki. Stay blessed.’’ Add that girls are the hope of the future
that is why everyone need help them.
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IV.

Attendance page
General attendance : January to June 2018
Urban Dance School (UDS) - Club Rafiki

Participants

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Girls

266

131

277

267

417

Boys

637

435

531

341

891

S/Total

903

566

808

608

1,308

Jun
532
1,023
1,555

Total

%

1,890

33%

3,858

67%

5,748

100%

Total

%

Urban Dance School (UDS) - Kanyinya Class
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total

Jan
60
48
108

Feb
56
44
100

Mar
50
70
120

Apr
24
18
42

May
40
44
84

Jun
45
60
105

275
284

559

49%
51%
100%

Urban Dance School (UDS) - Mageragere Class
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total

Jan
24
20
44

Feb
8
28
36

Mar
15
50
65

Apr
4
18
22

May
48
64
112

Jun
60
105
165

Total
159
285

444

%
36%
64%
100%

English Corner Workshop
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total

Jan
123
93
216

Feb
131
107
238

Mar
98
105
203

Apr
193
149
342

May
298
191
489

Jun
224
387
611

Total
1,067
1,032

%

2,099

49%
100%

Jun
192
152
344

Total

%

935
884
1,819

51%
49%
100%

Total
3,391
5,459

%

51%

Our Girl + Modelling
Participants
Girls
Boys
S/Total

Jan
105
175
280

Feb
119
161
280

Mar
232
144
376

Apr
140
105
245

May
147
147
294

General Comparative Attendance
Participants
Girls
Boys
Total

Jan
473
798
1,271

Feb
326
614
940

Mar
440
756
1,196

Apr
488
526
1,014
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1,190
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Jun
861
1,575
2,436

8,850

38%
62%
100%
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V.

Financial corner

Semi Annual (Jan-Jun 2018)Transactions situation
Date
25-Jan-18
28-Feb-18
29-Mar-18
30-Apr-18
25-May-18

Transaction
Transaction 1 - CA 2017/22
Transaction 2 - CA 2017/22
Transaction 3 - CA 2017/22
Transaction 4 - CA 2017/22
Transaction 5 - CA 2017/22

USD
1,235
1,680
1,196
1,161
1,126

Exchange
861
862
839
867
870

17-May-18
1-Jun-18
16-Jun-18
23-Jun-18
Total

Transaction 6 - Our Girl
Transaction 7 - Our Girl
Transaction 8 - Our Girl
Transaction 9 - CA2017/22

610
787
250
1,280
9,325

FRW
1,063,335
1,448,160
1,003,344
1,006,587
979,620

Bank
% Bank
Charges
Charges
6.77
0.5%
9.58
0.6%
5.98
0.5%
6.39
0.6%
6.8
0.6%

870 530,780
869 683,950
872 218,000
873 1,117,440
897 8,051,216

3.63
3.94
1.25
6.4
50.74

0.6%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

Expenses
Summary of Expenses
Opening Balance 1/1/ 2018
Expenses - CA2017/22
Expenses - Our Girl
Total Expenses

Fund provided $
665.76
8,522.95
5,856.22
15,044.93

Expenses $
7,678
1,647
9,325

Balance $
665.76
844.95
4,209.22
5,719.93

Burn rate $ (%)
90%
28%
62%

Summary of Financial report

No
1

Items
Urban Dance School
Coordination

Code

Summary report
Budget

UDS

4,104,000

3,946,888

157,112

96%

211,200

208,000

3,200

98%

Expenses

Balance

%

2

Urban Dance School –
Rural villages

UDSR

3

English Corner Workshop

ECW

1,254,000

1,008,780

245,220

80%

4
5

Family Friendly Center
Our Girl project
Total
Closing Balance (petty cash)
Total EXPENSES

YFC
OG

2,220,000
1,432,730
9,221,930

1,413,941
1,432,730
8,010,339
40,877
8,051,216

806,059
1,211,591

64%
100%
87%
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VI.

Strengths

 The authorities at the National level are lasting to appreciate the role of Club’s innovative
programs and its partners to protect and promote teens from doing bad things to make
good things.
 Parents, teachers and caregivers and other community members are recognizing the
contribution of the youth through the different domains leading by Club Rafiki.
 Youth, volunteers and friends are contributing a lot with aim to build the bright future for
young generation.
 The latest project for promoting young girls is answering the issue of the girls’ attendance
at the center.

VII.

Needs:

 We need to organize more activities to the community especially in schools and rural areas,
with a specific purpose for educating young generation,
 More child and youth friendly Stories books, DVDs and playing lessons on Radio, it can add
the value of the ECW
 In ECW they some writing talents for its participant, we need to make stories, books including
drawings, these books will help other young people around the world.
 We need new uniform for Dancing
 Computer laptop for ECW and UDS for writing reports and keeping well the children’s
Stories
 We need more documentation like Posters, flyers, pull up banner and so on for continuing
to educate our peers.

VIII.

Challenges:

 Day to day the number of children participating in the ECW and UDS are increased,
 Some children are blowing books and they did come back to class and some of them lost it.

IX.

Recommendations

 Adding more outreach activities in the schools and rural areas for educating youth,
 ECW and UDS team of facilitators training to boost our teaching qualities,
 Rewarding the best performer in ECW and UDS during the Quiz organised,
 Continuing to link Our Girl project to other program with aim to promote young girls.

X.

Conclusion

We briefly reviewed the impacts of the peer education approach on adolescents. Peer education,
which is considered as an effective tool in promoting healthy behaviors among adolescents. We
hope that this our approach will help in health promotion.
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XI.

Visitors and other activities

Executive Secretary of National Commission for Children Miss
Claudine is visited Club Rafiki in January 2018 and she is provided a
message to youth for promoting young kids during the daily activities
of Club Rafiki.

Be aware of health issues before they become a problem and avoid
unplanned pregnancy is key message from the Dialogues of girls at
club Rafiki leaded by Umbrella girls initiative more on

Feb 2018, Girls from Club Rafiki got training of trainers on SRH in
collaboration with Society for Family Health organised by Rwanda
Association girl guides.

Peer education leading by girls is an opportunity for young boys and
girls

Flash TV is visited Club Rafiki
and talk with girls during the
special time for girls program
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Youth are thanking everyone for the support and guidance
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CR’ presentation

Sharing experience with CR team and some parents

UDS’ staging

Girls in modeling and fashion

3rd and 8th June 2018: A big thank you to all of you for memorable visit.

Special gift for girls

Teens and some of their parents keep an eye on the Shirley’s
presentation
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Thanks for the nice visit

Profesor Shirley Randell, To Club Rafiki staff, teachers and students parents and
community Congratulations for all your good work together. Keep learning Girls as
well as Boys there is much to do for yourselves, your families and for Rwanda’s
development. S.K. Randell 3 June 2018

Shirley’s message after the visit
Club Rafiki – Indigo Foundation / 1st Semester progress report 2018
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